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Payroll Deduction
Use of electronic signatures via web site system for PAC contributions by payroll deduction, AO 2001-4, 6:6

Personal Use of Campaign Funds
Expenditures not considered personal use
– donations to legal defense fund of Member of Congress, AO 2000-40, 3:7
– employment of candidate’s spouse by campaign committee, 2001-10, 9:4
– payment of consulting expenses related to media inquiries made after Senator’s term expired, AO 2001-9, 9:1
– purchase of automobile for campaign use, AO 2001-3, 5:5
– purchase of candidate’s autobiography for distribution to contributors, AO 2001-8, 8:9
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Political Action Committee (PAC)
Connected organization
See: Connected Organization
Disaffiliation of PACs after separation of
– limited liability partnerships, AO 2000-36, 2:5
– trade associations, AO 2000-28, 2:3
Excessive contributions, MUR 4762, 2:9
Membership organization, definition of, 3:11; 4:11
Name and acronym, AO 2000-34, 2:5
Nonaffiliation of LLC PAC with PACs of corporate owners, 2001-7, 8:6
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FEC Expands Acceptance of Credit Cards

The Federal Election Commission now accepts American Express, Diners Club and Discover Cards in addition to Visa and MasterCard. While most FEC materials are available free of charge, some campaign finance reports and statements, statistical compilations, indexes and directories require payment. Walk-in visitors and those placing requests by telephone may use any of the above-listed credit cards, cash or checks. Individuals and organizations may also place funds on deposit with the office to purchase these items. Since pre-payment is required, using credit cards or funds placed on deposit can speed the processing and delivery of orders. For further information, contact the Public Records Office at 800/424-9530 (press 3) or 202/694-1120.
The Commission has published *Pacronyms*, an alphabetical compilation of acronyms, abbreviations and common names of political action committees (PACs).

For each PAC listed, the index provides the full name of the PAC, its city, state, FEC identification number and, if not identifiable from the full name, its connected, sponsoring or affiliated organization.

The index is helpful in identifying PACs that are not readily identified in their reports and statements on file with the FEC.

To order a free copy of *Pacronyms*, call the Office of Public Records at 800/424-9530 or 202/694-1120. *Pacronyms* also is available on diskette and can be accessed free on the FEC’s web site—http://www.fec.gov.

Other PAC indexes, described below, may be ordered from the Office of Public Records. Prepayment is required.

- An alphabetical list of all registered PACs shows each PAC’s identification number, address, treasurer and connected organization ($13.25).
- A list of registered PACs arranged by state provides the same information as above ($13.25).
- An alphabetical list of organizations sponsoring PACs shows the PAC’s name and identification number ($7.50).
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Schumer ’98
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Building Fund
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Electronic filing, paper copy follow-up, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 6:1
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FECFile 4, 2:2
Filing procedures, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 6:1
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FECFile Help on Web